
Genpro-2 DRIVER Module Review Outline 

November 2, 1978 
. ) 
\ 

l. Correspondence to General Module Design Specification of 29 Sept 1976 

NAME 

PURPOSE 

ACCESS 
CARDS 

USAGE 

PROGRAM GENPR02 

This driver calls the Manager module (MNGR) which reads data card packets 
necessary for overall processor control and individual operation 
control as well as fonning files of controls for these individual 
operations and regulates cycling through the full operation set. 

*VOLUME,NUNIT VSN=P04290,STAGEIN=RT,CONV=TB,DS=600 
*RUN,I,BS=ULIB,BN=IFTRAN,ED 
FETCH,S=NUN!T,SN=GNPR2DR .. N 

This driver requires that the following .REPL cards be prespecified: 

.REPL /$1DR/---/ , dimension of the DR data storage array 

.REPL /$IWRK/---/, dimension of the WRK general workspace array 

.REPL /$!NOP/---/, dimension equal to the number of input operations 

.REPL /$0UTOP/---/, dimension equal to the number of output operations 

.REPL /$!OP/---/, dimension equal to the total number of all operations 

Subroutine DIMTST within the manager module will print under and 
over dimensioning information tor use in defining the above .REPL's. 

COMMJN BLOCK This driver uses the following .SAVE blocks to specify the con111on 
LINKAGES blocks: 

.SAVE BLANK 

.ENO 

COf,V,'()N DR($1DR),WRK($IWRK) 
DIMENSION NRAY (1) 
EQUIVALENCE(WRK(l),NRAY(l)) 

.SAVE CYCTIM · · COMMON/ CY CTI M/ ARR FL G, CNVI ND( 3) , DEL VI, IV FLAG, LB VIND( 3) ,MAXCON, NCO E F, TEND, TSTRl 
,END 
.SAVE IO 

.END 

COtlNON/IO/DUMTIM,NOPI,NOPO,NRECI($IN0Pl NRECO(SOUTOP) 
lNSTATD{$0UTOP),NSTBEG,NSTEND,NUN!TI($IN6P),NUN1T0{$00tOP) 

.51\Yt lUUNII 
COJ+()N/!OUNIT/KCPtCK,KDUMP,KERR,KFICHE,KFILM,KPROC,ICTAB 

.END 
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.SAVE OP 

.END 

COMMON/OP/IFLUSH,ISTOP,ITYPOP($IOP),KNTOP,LASTOP 
1LPII($IOP),LPIO($IOP),LPPRMS($IOP),LPRI($IOP),LPRO($IOP), 
2LPVORD($IOP),MCY($IOP),NAMEOP($IOP),NCALL($IOP),NCDO,NCYCSV($IOP), 
3NCYEND($IOP),NCYRM{$I0PhNCYST{$IOP),NDR($IOP),NINCY($IOP),NOPS, 
4NUMCY($IOP),NVARS($IOP),NWDFL{$IOP),NXTTOP($IOP),VARIND($IOP) 

.SAVE SNAP 
COMMON/SNAP /SEND( $!OP) ,SSTRT( $ IOP) 

. END 
.SAVE TIMER 

COMMON/TIMER/TIM($I0P) 
.END 

These .SAVE blocks are contained in the file, SN=SAVEBL0CKN and should 
be accessed between .REPL cards and the DRIVER file access. 

COMMON BLOCK In the following IV stands for input variable to this driver, OV 
VARIABLE for output variable, and IOV for both. 
DEFINITIONS 

BLANK C0MM0N 

DR -data storage (array) - IOV via contained subroutines FORWAR 
GET, AND PUT 

WRK -workspace available for each module {array) - I0V 

NRAY -control parameter storage (array) - IV 
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/CY~'D'i/ 
ARRFLG • tut flag at end of ea:h operation'• DR apace and WRK- IV 

CNVIND • Independent variable unit conversion coefficents (e.g. hours, 
minutes, seconds to feconds after midnight) (array) - IV-NOT 
used in driver 

l)!LVl • program cycltng f.11terval (old PGDT)- IV 

IUFLAG - flag specifying independent variable unit -IV- not used in driver 

LBVIND - Independent variable unit label - (e.g. Hours, Minutes, Records, 
or Record Number) (array, - IV - riot used in driver 

K.\XC-N • aaxSam 1i~e ,of RRAY"TI 

NCOEF - Number of elements (coefficients) in CNVIND - IV - Not used in driver 

TEND • proce11ing end time•IV 
'TSTltl' • proceuitlg" nut. Ume•f\/ 

/If/ 
- -ber of input operatiom--Not used in 'driver 
• mm,ber of output operations·" II 11 11 

- mm,ber of records input (array)- Not used in driver 
RRECf • mmber of records output (array) -11 11 II II 

NSTATI - status of input (array)-IV 
IISTATf • 1tatu1 of output (array) -IV - " II " 
'RUNITI • logical unit for f.11put (array)-Not used in driver 
IIDNITf • logical unit for output (array)-" " 11 11 

/I-UNIT/ 
lClll!CK ~ logical unit 11Ulllber for checkout (lower level proce11or) information- ev 
II>UMP 
URR 

• logical unit -ber for dump inforaation - ~V 
• logical unit -'>er for diagno1tic, error, and warning 11e11ages -

both fatal and DOU-fatal •fV 
lFICIIE • logical unit -ber for aicrofiche output - fV 
ll'IUi • losical wit l!!U!Bhu'. for 11icrofU.111 output -0V 
lP~ • loaical unit amiber for procea,or i11formation • ev 
17AB • loaf.cal unit auaber for tabular listing of data. fV 
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/0P/ 

IFLUSH - flusing flag. If IFLUSH = 1, flush DR storage areas of all operations 
before ending. - IV 

I5T0P - control flag - I0V but initialized in MNGR 
IST0P = O - nonnal execution 
IST0P = 1 - tenninate this time period without flushing arrays 
IST0P = 2 - tenninate this time period after flushing arrays 

ITYP0P - type of operation (array) - IV 
ITYP0P ~ 1 - transfonnation operation 
ITYP0P < 1 - snapshot operation 

KNT0P - number of current operation - 0V 

LASTOP - number of previous transformation operation - 0V 

LPII - index of start of INDEXIN infonnation in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPII is the index of the word INDEXIN. - IV 

LPI0 - index of start of INDEX0UT information in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPI0 is the index of the word INDEX0UT. - IV 

LPPRMS - index of start of PARAMS infonnation in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPPRMS is the index of the word PARAMS. - IV 

LPRI - index of start of RATEIN information in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPRI is the index of the word RATEIN. - IV 

LPR0 - index of start of RATE0UT information in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPR0 is the index of the word RATE0UT. - IV 

LPV0RD - index of start of V0RDER information in operation I's random file 
(array). The value of LPV0RD is the index of the word V0RDER. -IV 

MCV - cycle count for DR fill on operation I (array) - I0V but initialized 
in Manager 

NAME0P - name of operation (array) - not used in Driver 

NCALL - running number of times operation I has been called (array) - 0V 

NCD0 - nurrber of DR data cycles to be moved in this operation - 0V 
but may be overridden by major Input Module at end 

NCYCSV - number of cycles of data to save for operation I (array). 
When NCYCSV(I) = MCY(i) the fill for operation I is complete. - IV 

NCVEND - number of cycles of overlap needed for operation I (array) - IV 
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NCYRM - number of cycles remaining in OR for use in operation I (array) 
-~V but initialized in ~~GR 

NCYST - start operation I fetch with this cycle (array) -0V but initialized in 
MNGR 

NOR - starting address for data storage in OR for operation I+l (array) -IV 

NINCY - number of data words in a cycle for operation I (array) - not used 
in Driver 

N~PS - total number of operations for this job -IV 

NUMCY - running count of program cycles (array) - not used in Driver 

NVARS - total number of variables in operation I (array) -IV 

NWDFL - total number of words on operation l's control random file (array) - IV 

NXTT0P - operation number of the next transformation operation (array) - IV 

VARIND - independent variable corresponding to the NCYST cycle (usually time -
old PG7IMG) (array) - 0V · 

/SNAP/ 

SEND - Indepe~dent variable subinterval right hand end point used by snapshot 
operations (array) - IV- NOT used in driver 

SSTRT - Independent variable subinterval left hand end point used by snapshot 
operations (array) - 1V - not used in driver 

/TIMER/ 

TIM - time spent in operation I (array) - 0V 
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Necassary routines called: 

OPCALL - calls appropriate operation module, times each one, updates 
call counter, and tests for array overflows per KNTOP. 

FORWAR - If DR data overlap is required, calls subroutine IIOVE to 
move data within DR appropriately. 

PRLAST - prints final operation set timing information. Could be 
expanded. 

Auxiliary routines not called but could be used by outside operation 
modules that do not have DR rate and indexing logic: 

GET - calls MOVE to move NCDO cycles of LASTOP DR data to WRK. 

PUT - call MOVE to move NCDO cycles of WRK data to KNTOP's DR space. 

CORSET - system resident routine yielding addresses of negative in-
definites in panel at end of abnormal exit run. 

MNGR - described in PURPOSE 

BRANRD,BRANWT, BRANCK - Implemented through .SAVE block, RDFIL and 
WRFIL, to read and write named random files for each operation 
module consisting of control data and .SAVE blocks, DRFLRD and 
DRFLWT, to read and write the named random file consisting of the 
DR data array. 

OUTPTC,EXIT - System resident routines. 

MOVE 

OP02 
OP03 
OP04 
OP05 

OP(NOPS) 

- ASCENT routine to move blocks of variable space from 
one area to another. 

This is the full set of operations which are of 2 types. 
Tor transformation, and Sor snapshot. The T variety 
fetches data, transforms it via some algorithm and 
stores the transformed data in another core location. 
The S operations fetch data and send it to some other 
device. There is no additional core storage requirement. 
All of these subroutines are re-enterable through multiple 
entries and all T operations can have look ahead and look 
behind data storage. The primary purpose of the DRIVER 
is to regulate the data flow through these operations 
in sequential order. 
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sTiRT 
1. Call the data Manager to read the data cards and build control files. 

-l, 
.--~......:;~ 2. Sequentially march through the operation set. (Some operations 

will transform the data (T-ops), other (S-ops) just extract or 
display the data at this point in the chain. All T operations 
will store its transformed data in an assigned block of the DR 
data array. S operations do not effect a data store. The present 
KNTOP operation will fetch its data from the LASTOP operations 
data block in DR.~A LASTOP operation fs always a T) 

NO 

NO 

METHOD-
ALGORITHM 

3. Call ~PCALL to call the next operation, time it, update call counter, 
and test array overflows. 

i 
4. Update the data flow controls after each T operation call. 

J,. 
Left shift overlaP. of operation LASTOP when required. 

i 
5. Update the data fl ow controls after the last operation has been 

called. 

6. Has a 11 non overlap data passed through all operations? 

i Y£5 
7. Reset data flow controls to pass the overlap data through the 

operation set. i 
8. Has all overlap data passed through all operations? 

Yes 

The Driver function is to systematically channel the meteorological 
data through the operation set which either extracts samples of that 
data or performs some transformation on or permutation of the data. 
Another important function of the operations is to insert and remove 
1H11..,..,{.:.h1.tH' lU" .... .on11.;W'.orl .fn +ho. rl.:,,+:a .f='lni..., ~2il"h nno"'::i.+;nn m11c.t h~ ~hlP 
YUi IUl.ll'!;;.;t U.;t f-.;;;'1foAll'I.\.I 111 ..... .._ UU"'l,A 11vno 1.W"'II "'t'~•w .. ,v11 "'"""''"' _._ --·-

to access a variable amount of look ahead or look behind data called 
overlap. 
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Although the Driver can call a variable number of operations 1n any 
prescribed order, an actual operational setup will have a required 
number of operations and a specific call order. The variable which 
denotes the total number of operations in a deck set up is NOPS, thus 
the operation call set ranges from OPOl, OP02, --- to OP'NOPS'. 

The Driver does not perform any functions on the data. All data 
functions are handled within the operation set. The operations com-
prising the operation set are all stand alone subroutines which in 
general perform only one function upon the data. The data flows through 
the operations in numbered order as a sequential function of some 
independent variable, generally time. 

The data passes through the operations in discrete chunks called cycles. 
A cycle of data could be a data file record or more commonly it is 
a collection of samples taken in some constant time interval such as 
each second. First point indices and rates are computed for each 
variable of each operation in the datamanager and are stored in the 
control files associated with each operation. The data indexing problem 
is complicated, however, by the fact that each operation can pass a 
variable number of data cycles and require variable numbers of data 
cycles of overlap. Thus, pointers, to the starting data cycle for a 
data fetch, NCYST (LASTOP), and to the present store cycle, MCY(KNTOP)+l, 
are required. The number of cycles to be passed is the minimum of the 
number available for the fetch and the number yet unfilled in the store, 
NCDO. Pointers and counters must be kept which show when a fetch area 
is empty and a store area is full. Both of these situations require 
further action items. If an operation has an overlap associated 
with it, the overlap data is left shifted in the array to make room 
for more store cycles and the bookeeping counters are all updated. 

All of the bookeeping counters and pointers are held in common block 
/OP/ and are a required insert into each operation. If in an operation, 
one is performing a transfonnation on variable X of the form y=ax, 
then he will fetch X, compute y and storey. The fetch index for 
point l will be 

INDXl = (NCYST(LASTOP)-l)*RATEX + INDXlX 

where RATEX and INDXlX are contained in the operation control file and 
NCYST(LASTOP) is in the /OP/ commcn block. 

The number of points to put through the computational loop is 

NPTS = RATEX*NCDO 

where NCDO is again in /OP/. 
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The first index for they store is 

INDSl = MCY(KNTOP)*RATEY + lNDXlY 

where RATEY and INDXlY are again in the operation KNTOP control 
file (output rate and index), and MCY(KNTOP) is in common block 
/OP/. The number of output Y points in NCDO * RATEY. · 

This simple indexing scheme for fetches and stores, applies to 
all operations. 

There are approximately 30 branch points associated with the data flow. 
They generally fall into three categories: 

a) Cycle Bookeeping 
b) Updating Overlap 
c) Flushing of Overlap 

The logic diagram is given in Figure 2. 

The percentage of time it takes the DRIVER to run without executing 
simple and quick operations to that with executing them is approximately 
1%. 

(1) 
(2) 

1ll 
{ 5) 

Must test all varieties of new jobs 
Must test up to 20 operations 
Must test all error conditions 
Must test overlap conditions with and without flush 
Must test TSTRT-TEND conflicts with the operation set 

S operation number KNTOP can be restricted to NCDO=l cycle by setting 
NCYCSV( KNTOP) =l 

- a possible option to print after each operation 
- Does above by a . AC 0 ca rd 
- NONE . 
- termination follows an array overflow 

INPUT 
(Control 
All are 
general 
controls 

!FLUSH - IF=l, push the overlap data thru all ops, else stop this job. 
fi 1 e) 

OELVI - The increment of independent variable, usually time, spanned 
by one data cycle. 

TSTRT 

TEND 

NOTE!! 

- HRS, MINS, SECS to start processing of this job. 
'~~-- _/ ~ ' f- . {JI' . . .~, --.-.-.· ___ .-:-.,-==----:---- .,. ,,t:_,_. . , ,-~ ·.a (J 
/.:_------ ~ - -------···--~- -, - ,v"UV' 

- HRS, MINS, SECS, to end processing of this job. 

The DRIVER does allow TSTRT and TEND truncations to the input file start 
and end times encountered. 
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The initial cycle infonnation in the /OP/ colllllon block is present 
in the Manager and written on a data file (presently BRANWT). The 
Manager reads this. file to reinitialized for a new job (presently 
BRANRD). 

Error Messages 

(1) Array Overflows 

The test flag ARRFLG is placed 1 word location beyond each operation's 
DR space, at DR[NDR(KNTOP)], and placed at the end of the WRK array. 
Upon return from each operation call, these locations will be tested 
for the value - ARRFLG. If it is not found an error message will be 
generated showing the values, which operation was called and the call 
number. Execution will then be terminated. 

Other Possibilities 

(2) Problems associated with INPUT file inquiries on input operations 

(3) DRIVER TSTRT, TEND conflicts with the times found in the operations 

The DRIVER has a pseudo multiple entry in that an execution can contain 
any number of jobs. 

SPECIAL MACHINE DEPENDENCE NONE 

NONE 

YES 

CONDITIONS 
OR O. S. DEPENDENCE 

RESTRICTIONS 
PORTABILITY 

SIGNIFICANT (1) TOP-DOWN 
DIFFERENCES DATA FLOW 
FROM GENPR0-1 

(2) KSTAT TESTS 
DELETED 

(3) TIME CHECK 
& TIME SKIP 
DELETED 

The data flow logic has been simplified over what 
exists in GENPR0-1, without sacrificing any 
generality. During the flushing operation the 
earlier version pulled data out from the bottom. 
The present version always returns to the top of the 
operation stack and tests whether it can move 
anything down. 

This Driv~r does not ask whether there e'l"e more 
time periods on this file, files on thi•s tape or 
tapes on this job. Since there can now be multiple 
input r-0utines all having multiple data files, 
the Driver only asks the Manager to set up 
appropriate controls. The input routines must now 
handle their own KSTAT tests within the context 
of that new job. This is a significant logical 
change. 

Another major change of this vriv~r over GENPR0-1 
is that it does not perform any start up time 
consistency checks, running time checks, or any tests 
to see whether a record skip is required on a sequential 
input tape file. All of these functions, if per-
formed, have become the responsibility of the INPUT 
irodules. This change reflects both new 1/0 structures 
and the multiple input capability. 
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(4) 0PCALL 

(5) PUT 

This subroutine calls the operations. 

Has to be done in the Input Modules. 

DESIGN 

CODE 

(1) KSTAT,TIME CHECK be handled in the input routines. Set 
up with a general subroutine, if possible. 

(2) Subroutine OPOl, etc. be inserted eventually through an 
EDITOR prescan of the data to determine the nurrber and 
order of required operations. 

(3) Insertion of the above mentioned error tests. 

(4) Implementation of a simple system for turning on the print 
operation after every standard operation as a debug aid. 

(5) The present code be reviewed and co111nented. 

Rec(2) Full program SCAN design approximately 
4 weeks 

Rec( 3) 8 hours 
Rec(4) 2 weeks 

Rec(2) 2 weeks to code a full program SCAN 
Rec(3) 4 hours 
Rec(4) 1 week 
Rec(5) l week 

DEBUG & 
TEST 

Rec(2) 
Rec(3) 

4 weeks 
8 hours 

Rec(4) 2 weeks 

Full Driver as 
Currently Exists 4 weeks to develop and check the test cases 
outlined under test requirements. 

lI. Correspondence to User Design Specification of 27 May 1977. 

OBJECTIVES: The proposed design does not violate any of the stated design objectives 
although the Program SCAN feature, objective no-(7) will be delayed. 

REQUIRE-
MENTS 

( l) 
(2) 

( 3) 

Co111nenting is to be provided and is estimated to require l week. 
Documentation - A final document which wiii reserrble the present 
presentation is planned. 
Testing - A test plan is presented in Section I. 
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lII. Correspondence to the GENPR0-2 General Design Specifications of July 1976. 

LANGUAGE The code was written in IFTRAN. Each .REPL string is preceded by 
a$ sign. 

GENERALITY There are no restrictions on the module over and above the usual size -
speed .sort of problems. 

INITIAL- *RUN,I is being used. 
lZATION 

LINKAGE There are no arguments used. All linkage is through common blocks. 

INPUT/ 1/0 unit and format designations will be followed. The error messages 
OUTPUT are not yet incorporated. 

COMMON There are no variable names which conflict with the names in any common 
block. 

CHECKING DNA 

ERRORS To be incorporated. See Section I. 

SPEED 

WORKSPACE 

STANDARD-
IZATION 

DNA 

All control and variable names are standard. 

PORTABILITY The only restriction is with regard to the BRANRD. 

ASSUMPTIONS None made 

READABILITY ATTEMPTED 




